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Due to the large number of entries in the San Felipe 250, ANUBE is 

introducing a new process for completing their lease agreement 

form.  The form is now available online and by completing it and 

bringing a digital or printed copy of the receipt to Tech you will 

reduce the amount of time it takes on Friday to get through the 

Anube area. If the person bringing the vehicle through Tech is not 

the person who completes the form, make sure you provide them 

with a copy or digital image of your receipt. 

There are two links available, one in English and a separate one for 

Spanish.  Make sure you complete this online process prior to 

entering Tech line on Friday, April 16th.  If you have not registered 

with SCORE go ahead and complete the Anube form. 

The form does require credit card information but nothing will be 

charged to your card.  This is solely for the purpose of charging 

you if the two units are not returned by April 26th. 

While you are in the Anube area, you will pay the required $40 

insurance fee so bring cash or pesos with you in the exact amount. 

Anube and SCORE Tech will be located at the Eldorado Pavilion 

grounds near the interview ramp on Thursday, April 15th.  Teams 

may pick up your Anube devices and SCORE Tech will be doing fire 

suit, helmet checks, and chassis inspections at this location. 

For those who would like to pick up Anube devices on Wednesday, 

use WhatsApp and call +34 653133156 to speak with César. Tech is 

available for Chassis inspection on Wednesday by appointment, 

call 619-572-8245. 

Be sure and watch the video available online for the operation of 

the Stella units and review the Racer Brief regarding Good 

Samaritan credits.  They are not automatic… you must complete a 

form requesting a credit and the Race Director will determine if and 

how much of a time credit might be allowed. 


